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All communication entails moments of breakdown and repair. Research
has shown that test-takers in oral proficiency interviews use both verbal
and nonverbal behaviors to navigate these breakdowns, which may
occur more often in online speaking tests than face-to-face settings. While
individuals are often idiosyncratic in their baseline nonverbal behavior,
it is unknown to what extent speakers resemble or differ from each other
during moments of repair. To date, a research agenda including a
broader range of embodied behavior in the context of language tests is
lacking. In this study, four Zoom-based video recordings of second
language tests were used to investigate seven categories of behavior and
their alignment with speech during moments of other-initiated repair.,
This contribution uses multimodal conversation analysis to analyze
differences in behavior amongst the participants and how those patterns
align with the turn-by-turn nature of repair. The analysis shows that
participants varied substantially in both the frequency and duration of
each type of behavior during repair, and furthermore differed in how
they combined these during their interaction with the examiner. The
study highlights the need for more research in how individuals
demonstrate their interactional competence both verbally and
nonverbally for greater construct representation in second language
speaking tests.
Keywords: NVB, repair, miscommunication, speaking assessment,
language testing
Language is used so that people can share their thoughts and ideas. Broadly speaking,
when people speak to each other, they are engaged in idea sharing, but this flow of this
exchange of ideas can break down when one or more speakers realize that they did not
understand a previous utterance due to linguistic or acoustic problems. In these instances,
listeners may attempt to initiate a repair to the conversation, or they can skip it and carry
on. In second language (L2) oral proficiency interviews (OPIs), these comprehension
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problems form an important part of the fabric of test discourse due to inherent linguistic
and cognitive demands on the test-taker. Although these interactions are primarily verbal,
as is the case of all discourse they may also include a wide range of semiotic resources
including nonverbal behavior (NVB).
In order to communicate in paired or interview-based language tests and repair these
breakdowns in communication, L2 speakers draw on interactional competence (IC), or
“the ability to co-construct interaction in a purposeful and meaningful way, taking into
account sociocultural and pragmatic dimensions of the speech situation and event”
(Galaczi & Taylor, 2018, p.226). IC has been conceptualized as distinct from language
proficiency in that IC is socially situated and context dependent, but language proficiency
is primarily a psycholinguistic attribute and thus context independent (Roever & Dai,
2021). IC, like language proficiency, is multi-componential and may be “supported by the
linguistic and other resources that speakers and listeners leverage at a microlevel of the
interaction, namely, aspects of topic management, turn management, interactive listening,
breakdown repair and non-verbal or visual behaviours (Galaczi & Taylor, 2018, p. 226,
emphasis in original). The assessment of IC has received increasing attention in recent
years through treatment in special issues of language assessment journals and edited
volumes dedicated to the topic (Salaberry & Burch, 2021; Salaberry & Kunitz, 2019;
Plough et al., 2018; Youn & Burch, 2020). Nonetheless, Galaczi and Taylor (2018) noted in
their conceptualization of IC that some facets of interaction, such as NVB, have received
unequal empirical study. Plough (2021) lamented this absence of research, stating that:
The speaking construct in face-to-face interaction is underrepresented if NVB is
excluded… Perhaps a unique characteristic of NVB that makes it particularly
elusive is its fluidity and contextual variation – individual variation in the
interpretations of the same NVB as well as individual variation in the production
of NVB (p. 62).
Ensuring NVB has a place in the speaking construct can only be achieved through studies
documenting its role in various functions and contexts, and thus descriptive studies
relating NVB to other core IC competences (e.g., turn management or repair) are needed.
Studies have additionally begun to show that clarification request sequences, which are
one type of repair after a potential breakdown in communication, tend to appear more
frequently in online, video-conferencing-mediated L2 OPIs than in face-to-face tests
(Cooke, 2015; Nakatsuhara, Inoue, Berry, & Galaczi., 2021), thus prompting the need for
more research in this particular medium. In this paper, I will attempt to bridge these gaps
by systematically addressing NVB within a multimodal conversation analytic (CA)
framework. I will describe the use of a dense, micro-level multimodal transcription
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conducted in ELAN software to document the unfolding comprehension problems of
four test-takers taking an online OPI. My key aim is to detail both the communalities of
their behavioral features as well as how individuals may differ within this narrow context,
thus providing a descriptive account of the relationship between NVB and test-related
repair, and documentation of the individual variation in this behavior.

Background
Oral proficiency interviews
In L2 educational contexts, OPIs are ubiquitous. They typically involve one test-taker and
one examiner and may include role plays or monologic discourse, but their prototypical
format is a question-answer response pattern: The examiner asks a question and the testtaker gives an answer. Generally, the examiner provides no scaffolding or extension and
may be restricted in their ability to support comprehension breakdowns. Thus, OPIs are
goal-driven, institutional phenomena that involve interactants who may experience very
different perceptions of the unfolding event (He & Young, 1998) and thus undergo
breakdowns in mutual understanding or intersubjectivity—“the sharing of experiential
content (e.g., feelings, perceptions, thoughts and linguistic meanings) among a plurality
of subjects” (Zlatev et al., 2008, p.1). This contrasts with general conversation, in which
the goals and purposes of interactions may be less restricted and more unpredictable
(Lazaraton, 2002).
The interactional patterns of OPIs may differ from conversational and classroom
discourse (He & Young, 1998; Lazaraton, 2002; Ross, 2017; Seedhouse, 2013; Seedhouse &
Egbert, 2006). Seedhouse (2013) found that the organization of interaction in OPIs differs
from other institutional discourse in that 1) intersubjectivity is not required for both
parties; 2) there is little to no feedback provided by the examiner; 3) topic development
is often stymied; and 4) the interaction is asymmetrical in both how the examiner controls
turns and has advance knowledge of upcoming questions. OPIs consist largely of preallocated turns as well as pre-allocated (or even pre-scripted) clarification sequences for
the examiner—that is, comprehension problems in OPIs and examinee-initiated repair
sequences are anticipated.
Other-initiated repair
Repair sequences may occur after communication between two individuals breaks down
due to comprehension problems (Sacks et al., 1974). In OPIs, test-takers may fail to
understand the examiner and then proceed to pursue repair by requesting repetition of
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the test question or clarifications; in other words, the repair is other-initiated (Schegloff,
2000) by the listener-test-taker, and the examiner may proceed to repair the test-taker’s
breakdown in comprehension. This is differentiated from self-repair—“correction by the
speaker of that which is being corrected” (Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 361)—whereby a
speaker identifies a problem during speech production and corrects their own utterances
through word searches, paraphrasing, recycling, insertions, and other actions. Otherinitiated repair typically immediately follows the examiner’s questions (Kim & Suh, 1998;
Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006). Repair sequences generally contain four key elements: the
trouble-source, the initiation, the repair, and the resolution (Benjamin & Mazeland, 2012).
The trouble-source is the word or utterance that causes a comprehension difficulty,
uttered by the first speaker (in this case, the examiner). The repair initiation is produced
by the listener (the test-taker here) to signal a breakdown or failure in understanding to
the speaker. The initiation may be open-class (e.g., ‘Sorry?’; Drew 1997) or alternatively
targeting the trouble-source with a restricted repair initiation (e.g., ‘Did you say X?’;
Dingemanse et al., 2016). After initiation, the original speaker then issues the repair,
which may be a direct repetition of the first utterance or a reformulation or clarification
of a word or entire phrase. If the repair is successful, this results in a resolution and
communication continues. If the repair is unsuccessful, the sequence may repeat again
until resolution is reached.
Recent research has found that clarification requests by the test-taker tend to occur more
frequently in online OPIs than face-to-face (Cooke, 2015; Nakatsuhara, Inoue, Berry, &
Galaczi., 2021). Nakatsuhara, Inoue, Berry, & Galaczi (2021) compared 30 test-takers’
IELTS speaking test performances recorded in both online and face-to-face modes. After
coding these files for a wide range of discourse and interactional functions, they found
that the only difference in the use of functions between the two modes was the use of
confirmation requests by the test-taker, occurring 36.6% more often in the online mode of
the interview portion of the test. If these types of other-initiated repair indeed occur more
often in the online mode, research is needed to describe and document the unfolding of
these sequences in this increasingly common context.
There is a substantial body of research on other-initiated repair in L2 speech (Gardner &
Wagner, 2004; Hellermann, 2011), some of which has also considered the role of NVBs
(Floyd et al., 2016; McDonough et al., 2019; Mortensen, 2012; Oloff, 2018; Seo & Koshik,
2010). Repair has also played an important role in research on OPIs (Kim & Suh, 1998;
Kim & Park, 2015; Roever & Kasper, 2018). Roever & Kasper (2018) noted “the need for
the assessment of talk to consider other vocal resources than language … [test-takers]
regularly mobilize a range of semiotic resources (e.g., gestures, gaze, body position and
movement, objects and space) to accomplish the activity at hand” (p. 349). In order to
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more fully understand the IC individuals use in OPIs or other language testing settings,
it is critical to take into account test-takers’ NVB as well (Plough et al., 2018; Plough, 2021).
NVB and repair in language tests
NVB, in particular facial expressions, serves a number of expressive, communicative, and
regulatory roles (Ekman & Friesen, 1969), and may even “betray the character of a person,
as well as their current affective state and intentions” (Kappas et al., 2013, p. 132). A
number of studies to date have shown that NVBs such as gestures, gaze behavior, posture,
facial expressions, and other paralinguistic cues are taken into account by rater-listeners
in their perceptions of IC (Ducasse & Brown, 2009; May, 2011), and may even impact testtakers’ final test scores (Jenkins & Parra, 2003; Gan & Davison, 2011; Nakatsuhara, Inoue,
& Taylor., 2021). Overall, these studies have found that behaviors that contribute to an
impression of expressiveness, confidence, and attention likewise positively impact
perceptions of IC and/or language proficiency; on the other hand, static, less attentive,
“stoic” behaviors may have a corresponding negative effect.
A second line of research in language testing, generally using CA, has considered the
ways test-takers navigate the testing context using both verbal and nonverbal resources.
The bulk of these have analyzed paired and group speaking tests (Burch & Kley, 2020;
Greer & Potter, 2008; Hırçın Çoban & Sert, 2020; Nakatsuhara, 2011; van Compernolle,
2013). These studies have largely found that test-takers use facial expressions (e.g.,
eyebrow raising, smiling), averted/mutual gaze, posture, and gesture to manage turntaking sequences (Greer & Potter, 2008; Nakatsuhara, 2011), to flag interactional trouble
(Hırçın Çoban & Sert, 2020), and to convey intersubjectivity or shared understanding
(Burch & Kley, 2020). Jenkins and Parra (2003) and Tominaga (2013), on the other hand,
looked into multimodal cues in the unfolding of interaction in OPIs. Tominaga (2013)
discussed the ways test-takers negotiate turn-taking with examiners, finding multiple
functions of gaze (e.g., to hold the floor, complete turns, and indicate a lexical search) and
eyebrow furrowing during lexical trouble and self-repair. Jenkins and Parra (2003) drew
from an extensive literature in nonverbal communication to document the NVBs of more
and less successful test-takers. They found that backchannels/receipt tokens (e.g., head
nodding), displays of affect (e.g., laughing, smiling), and regulators (e.g., forward leaning,
eye contact) were characteristic of more successful OPI interactions. Features that
negatively impacted OPI performance included extended silence and a relative absence
of head nodding, stiff posture, gaze aversion, and flat prosody.
These studies generally analyzed NVB in a discourse or CA tradition. In these
transcriptions, the principal focus was on language, pauses, and turns, but nonverbal
cues were often transcribed only as they became salient, or only focusing on one or two
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features. What is missing is a systematic transcription of a broader range of cues
occurring within particular sequences. Dense, micro-level transcriptions can offer
substantially more insight into the interactions among various behaviors to describe
unfolding phenomena in a particular context. This is particularly appropriate in the case
of repair sequences in OPIs, as these often stem directly from a test question, can
correspond to specific lexical or grammatical trouble sources, and normally do not extend
across numerous turns. These descriptions of contextualized language can then be useful
for evidence-centered modifications to test constructs and rating scales, as well as in the
selection of speech samples for benchmarking. With this in mind, I propose the following
research questions:
•
•

Which nonverbal resources do test-takers employ when initiating and resolving
repair sequences?
How do individuals vary in their embodied behaviors while negotiating repair
sequences as a result of communication breakdowns on a foreign language oral
proficiency test?

Method
Context of the study
The data for this study were drawn from a dataset of online speaking tests conducted in
summer 2020. The tests took place in Zoom (www.zoom.us). The test was an OPI with
one examiner and one test-taker. It consisted of ten questions in question-answer format.
The ten questions were ordered by increasing complexity, and all participants were given
the same test. As the sole examiner, I piloted a procedure with three participants prior to
data collection to standardize my verbal and nonverbal reactions to the test-takers, as
uncontrolled reactions or behavior can introduce variable influence on the participants’
comprehension (Faraco & Kida, 2008). This standardized behavior included a) ensuring
that the position of my head and body were centered and clearly lit, b) maintaining gaze
with the test-taker during their responses to appear attentive and interested, c) limiting
backchannels to the nonverbal mode (e.g., head nodding) and avoiding verbal
backchannels to reduce interruptions in Zoom, and d) keeping an affective, friendly
stance (e.g., smiling). When comprehension problems arose during the test I repeated the
test questions and only clarified by glossing or paraphrasing when asked specifically, or
using scripted clarification questions. Thus, the interaction was largely structured and
presentational (e.g., non-interactive and one-directional) rather than interpersonal (e.g.,
bi-directional, interactive) (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages,
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2012), as I did not engage in any discussions with the test-taker. All speaking test
materials are available at Burton (2021).
The present analysis is of question-response sequences from four test-takers on one
question. For comparability, I selected the question on the test that first covered an
abstract topic unfamiliar to the participants (question number seven of ten), which was:
What do young people in your country aspire for in their lives? This question is approximately
of B2 complexity on the CEFR according to an analysis of topic, function, and lexis (North
et al., 2010). The target lexical unit aspire is a lower frequency, formal word listed as K4
in the BNC-COCA 1-25k corpus (Nation, 2016). This question was selected for analysis
because its appearance in the test represented a shift in complexity from a
concrete/near/familiar topic to one which was abstract/remote/unfamiliar (Skehan, 1998),
and four comparable moments of breakdown and repair followed this particular test
question.
Participants
I recruited the participants through an international institution in China. The four
participants selected for this analysis all experienced comprehension problems and
initiated repair sequences with the examiner on this particular test question. They were
all Chinese females living in the same large city in northern China. Their ages ranged
from 23 to 30, and each had been exposed to English first through primary or secondary
education. I assigned the four participants pseudonyms as outlined in Table 1.
Table 1. Background and questionnaire data
Participant

Age

Grade of Exposure to English

Angela

30

5th

Beatriz

27

3rd

Carolina

27

7th

Deana

23

2nd

Data analysis
The four participants’ video and audio files were analyzed using modified multimodal
CA. Traditional strands of conversation analytic research encourage unmotivated looking
(Heritage, 1988), or "an examination not prompted by prespecified analytic goals (not
even that it be the characterization of an action), but by ‘noticings’ of initially
unremarkable features of the talk or of other conduct" (Schegloff, 1996, p.172). The
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impetus of this study, however, was to describe one specific type of social action—otherinitiated repair—in one particular social context—the oral proficiency interview. That is
to say, this study was indeed motivated by a particular research question, but the focus
remained well within the CA framework as it was descriptive and not explanatory or
experimental (Heritage, 1988). I transcribed all question-answer sequences in ELAN (Max
Planck Institute, 2020). ELAN uses a tier-based annotation system which allows multiple
parallel layers of information to be transcribed for each video. These tiers support
annotations of individual segments which can represent words or actions. For this study,
the salience of nonverbal features arose through repeated viewing of the recordings. I
then devised tiers which best represented these features, allowing multiple behaviors to
be annotated simultaneously. This resulted in 11 tiers which I used to annotate each video.
A sample of the ELAN interface with annotations is given in Figure 1, and the 11 tiers are
described in Table 2.

Figure 1. An example of the ELAN interface
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Table 2. Tier descriptions
Tier
Label
Description
1-2
Conversation
Speech of examiner and test-taker were separately transcribed into two tiers using Jeffersonian CA transcription. In
Analysis
most cases these represented full TCUs.
3-4
Words
Speech as likewise separately transcribed word by word using orthographic transcription. Word boundaries were
segmented by use of the waveform and a reduced speed audio recording.
5
Gaze
Gaze was annotated as averted from the moment of the first shift in eye direction until gaze was reconnected with the
examiner.
6
Blinks
Blinks were segmented separately from gaze. Blink segments were annotated from the first moment the participant’s
eyelid began to fall and ended when the pupil again became visible.
7
Mouth
Three mouth behaviors were annotated. Pursed Lips were annotated when the participants’ mouth was tightly closed,
generally with the cheek muscles tight on each side of the lips. Smiling was annotated without distinguishing Duchenne
smiles (contractions of both the zygomatic major muscle and the orbicularis oculi muscles; “smiling with the eyes”) and
non-Duchenne types (contracting only the zygomatic major muscle around the mouth). Open (non-speaking) was a
category that appeared between speech segments where the participant held her mouth open without speaking.
8
Eyebrow
Two eyebrow movements were annotated. Furrowed brows were contracted, often with visible skin folds between the
eyebrows. Raised indicated eyebrows lifted vertically away from the eyes.
9
Head Position
Head movements were classified as head turn, head raise, and head lower.
10
Posture
Posture referred broadly to the relationship between the participants’ body and the camera. Tilt Forward occurred when
the participant leaned from the neutral position towards the camera. Tilt Backward referred to movement away from the
camera from the neutral position.
11
Gesture
Gestures were uncommon and segmented broadly as head nods or other general movements with the hand. Head Nods
were annotated when the head rocked back and forth as a form of confirmation or assent. Other slight head movements
that could not be confirmed to be nods were not annotated. Iconic gestures are gestures occurring with speech with a
non-emblematic referential meaning (Kendon, 2004) and were annotated by describing them as closely as possible.
These only occurred twice. Finally, self-adaptors are movements, generally of the hands, which may not co-occur with
speech and generally are not representational in meaning (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). These were annotated as a
description of the action taking place (e.g., scratches head).
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For each behavior, the segment was annotated from the moment of the first muscle
contraction or motion and held until that action relaxed or the body returned to a neutral
position. For example, for eyebrows, a furrowed brow was annotated from the moment
the eyebrows began to contract, and the segment ended when the eyebrows returned to
a relaxed position. For posture, tilting forward was annotated from the moment the
participants’ body began to come closer to the camera, and the segment closed once the
body returned to the neutral position. These extended segments rather than discrete
movements were annotated in order to capture the presence of holds. Holds, which refer
to behavior held in place for a period of time, may be singular gestures or combinations
of behaviors that remain static (Floyd et al., 2016). This operationalization is slightly
different from that of McNeill (1992) in that it is broader than the architecture of manual
gesture. Because holds may be associated with one sustained behavior or multiple at once,
these were not coded separately in the transcription, but are rather identified in the
transcriptions and presented visually in Figures 2a and 2b.
Prior to annotating all of the data, one colleague experienced with CA transcription
independently reviewed the verbal data and the segmented behaviors for 25% of the
dataset. The colleague agreed on the segmentation scheme, the accuracy of the
annotations, and the interpretability of the transcriptions. However, due to time and
budget constraints, annotations were not conducted independently, and therefore
calculations of intercoder reliability were not possible. Following this I then transcribed
and annotated the remaining files. These files and transcriptions are available to view at
Burton (2021).
The first analysis considered the microlevel features that appeared during repair
sequences by using CA and the output from ELAN. I analyzed the annotation tiers for
patterns of behavioral occurrences during trouble-sources, repair initiations, repair, and
resolutions. By comparing participants’ behaviors at these points, certain patterns
emerged. I present excerpts of the findings using the time-aligned interlinear text
transcription scheme available in ELAN. This scheme is slightly different from
multimodal CA conventions to date, as it prioritizes the appearance of language and
behaviors as time unfolds on the same scale. Thus, the transcript is temporally aligned,
with horizontal unit measurements representing equal units of time (e.g., 1 cm measured
horizontally anywhere in the transcript represents approximately 1 second).
In the transcriptions, I provide CA notation at the top with word-by-word timing in the
line below to indicate the exact moment each individual word appeared for comparison
with NVBs. The behavioral tiers correspond only to the test-taker. The appearance of each
word or behavior is listed in brackets, and the extended use of the behavior is indicated
using continuous lines. The end of the behavior is marked with a closing bracket, and the
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extension of a behavior to subsequent lines is given with an arrow. When behaviors have
continued from a previous section, these begin with a line without an opening bracket.
To illustrate in the below example, Angela beings with her lips already smiling, marked
using an open line, which continues throughout the question to the word ‘country.’ At
this point the smile stops, shown using a closing bracket, and changes to pursed lips,
indicated using opening brackets. At this point a frown also beings with an open bracket,
and her body posture shifts shortly thereafter, as noted with an open bracket as she leans
forward. The test taker blinks during the researcher’s question five times with the
examiner’s words ‘young,’ ‘people,’ ‘aspire,’ ‘for,’ and at the conclusion of the question.
Example: Multimodal notation

The second analysis considered individuals’ differences in behavior during questionrepair sequences. I adopted a descriptive quantitative approach for this analysis. Along
with the detailed transcriptions, ELAN also provides count and duration information for
each tier of information. I analyzed time sequences from the moment the examiner began
asking the test question until the test-taker started their full answer without further repair
initiations. Two numerical values were extracted from ELAN. Annotation duration
percentages represented the ratio of time the test-taker spent performing the behavior
relative to the total time measured. Annotation counts represented the number of times
a participant performed the behavior in question. Because each participant’s test question
and repair sequence ranged from 19.86 to 47.76 seconds, I first scaled the behavioral
counts by dividing by total time and multiplied this by 100. Scaling made values
comparable between both participants and behaviors. Using this notation, 0 represents
no use of the behavior whatsoever, and 100 represents one instance of the behavior per
second.

Results
Broadly speaking, there were three key findings from the data analysis. The first two
relate to the first research question, and the third relates to the second research question.
Finding 1: NVB during repair
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The participants produced a wide range of behaviors during repair sequences, and the
deployment of these was quite complex. Figures 2a and 2b show this information visually
in annotation density graphs. These graphs show segments of time that were annotated
for a particular behavior or observation. Researcher and Participant lines indicate sections
of continuous, unbroken spoken utterances. Behavioral lines (e.g., gaze, mouth) indicate
sustained, held behaviors (e.g., averted gaze, pursed lips). The bold red line indicates
when resolution was achieved and the test-taker began answering the test question in
full. Each tier indicates when utterances or behaviors appeared in a sequence timewise,
as any vertical cross section represents the same moment of time for each tier. These
graphs then allow a broad holistic view of the interactions between spoken language and
behaviors, and thus can be seen as a type of ‘partiture’ of multimodal repair. These figures
show that behaviors appeared and were released at different rates and in different
combinations. Yet, as will be seen, some of these appeared to demonstrate identifiable
patterns.

Figure 2a. Interactional sequences of Angela and Beatriz. Red lines indicate the beginning of test-takers’
responses, non-repair TCUs.
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Figure 2b. Interactional sequences of Carolina and Deana. Red lines indicate the beginning of test-takers’
responses, non-repair TCUs.

Angela’s first repair initiation shows a clear example of a complex manifestation of
behaviors arising after the trouble-source, as seen in Excerpt 1. Here Angela’s behavior
did not immediately change upon hearing the target word aspire, but rather shifted
suddenly after 1.8 seconds of silence following the end of the question. This may be due
to a delayed realization of the breakdown, or problems with the audio. Indeed, after the
silence, she apologized, which is sometimes associated with problems hearing rather than
problems understanding as she does not identify the trouble-source (‘open class repair
initiators;’ Oloff, 2018). Nonetheless, just after the silence she completely shifted her
behavior as she began her repair initiation by averting her gaze, blinking, opening her
mouth, furrowing her brow, turning, and tilting toward the camera. Her gaze and
eyebrow behavior are consistent with self-repair sequences documented in Tominaga
(2013).
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Excerpt 1–Angela–First Repair Initiation

After initiating a repair, it is interesting to note that Angela used a self-adaptor, first
scratching her head and then adjusting her glasses, as seen in Figure 3. Although this type
of behavior is not overtly communicative and generally is thought to be associated with
coping mechanisms (Ekman & Friesen, 1969), other explicitly communicative types of
gestures—in particular referential—occurring during disfluencies often have pragmatic
functions (Graziano & Gullberg, 2018). The onset of this motion from the word ‘sorry’
may thus have a pragmatic or emphatic function, albeit unconscious, that highlights
Angela’s ongoing comprehension difficulty.

Figure 3. Angela using two self-adapting gestures during repair initiation.

Not all test-takers exhibited such a complex and sudden onset of behaviors during these
sequences. Carolina, for example, upon hearing the lexical unit aspire for, averted her gaze
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slightly and shifted from a raised brow to a furrowed brow, but otherwise kept her
posture the same. This eyebrow shift appears to be consistent with the flagging of trouble
sources by paired test takers in Hırçın Çoban and Sert (2020). This visual response is
shown in Figure 4. Her furrowed brows continued throughout the turn and the 2.94
seconds of silence before she responded with a repair initiation, which was preceded by
her averted gaze. Her behavior across the sequence is given in Excerpt 2.

Figure 4. Carolina averting her gaze slightly and furrowing her brow after hearing the trouble-source.

Excerpt 2–Carolina–Trouble-Source

Beatriz’s behavior also changed, but after the onset of the word country instead of aspire
for. As seen in Excerpt 3, trouble due to comprehension is clear from her repair initiation,
as she asked for a clarification rather than an open-class initiator. Her behavior shifted
near the end of the vocalization of the trouble-source, with her smile changing to a pursed
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lip, brow furrowing, and a tilt forward. This appeared to signal her realization of a
comprehension difficulty before this was verbalized. This behavioral response is shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Beatriz’s furrowed brow, pursed lips, and lean forward after the onset of the trouble-source.

Excerpt 3–Beatriz–First Repair Initiation

In these excerpts, holds appeared quite regularly. The collection of features varied, but
the participants’ behavior was generally held from the trouble source until reaching some
sort of resolution. This is illustrated in Figure 2a. In Beatriz’s case, despite a backchannel
from the examiner mhmm, the repair sequence was not resolved by the end of her TCU.
Her embodied behavior did not change at this non-resolution; her raised brow and tilt
forward continued. In fact, while other behaviors shifted throughout the repair sequence,
her postural tilt forward continued until she reached final resolution. As opposed to the
findings of Floyd et al. (2016), however, gaze was not always held in tandem with other
facial expressions. Another clear example of the release of a hold due to a resolution is in
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Excerpt 4. Here Angela reached consensus and released her mouth, brow, and head hold
just after the first verbalization uh::m of her response to the test question.
Excerpt 4–Angela–Resolution

Finally, though a full treatment is beyond the scope of this paper, there were some trends
in the simultaneity of behaviors and speech. Apart from head nods, hand movements
(both self-adaptors and iconic gestures) always co-occurred with the test-takers’ speech,
though in Angela’s case, her self-adaptors occurred when initiating repair. This supports
ongoing research which suggests that gestures generally occur during fluent speech in
all speakers, though L2 speakers may gesture somewhat more than L1 speakers during
disfluencies (Graziano & Gullberg, 2018). It is also interesting to note that except in the
case of Carolina, gaze aversion almost exclusively coincided with when the test-taker was
speaking, a phenomenon which is well documented in the normative gaze studies of
Goodwin (1980). When listening to the examiner, the test-takers almost always
maintained mutual gaze. Other facial movements, nevertheless, co-occurred with both
speech and silence.
Finding 2: Variable release in holds
In moments of comprehension difficulty, holds often persist from the moment of
comprehension difficulty until the resolution of the problem (Oloff, 2018; Seo & Koshik,
2010). A second finding in this study is that holds may be released intermittently and in
various stages rather than continuously through the sequence. This was the case with
Beatriz in Excerpt 5, whose brow release occurred before the release of her other
behaviors. She held her tilt forward throughout the entire repair sequence and released
her hold once she was ready to begin speaking. In this excerpt, Beatriz appeared to signal
her final comprehension of the passage when she averted her gaze, blinked, and said
Ye::ahhh. Just before this her hold ended as her mouth relaxed, her body posture returned
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to a neutral position, and her head raised back. Interestingly, her brow behavior just
preceded the end of the hold when her raised brow relaxed immediately with a blink
after hearing the examiner’s confirmation of her interpretation of the question.
Excerpt 5–Beatriz–Resolution

This variable release pattern was even more evident in Carolina’s resolution, seen in
Excerpt 6. Here, as soon as she heard the clarification want to do, which replaced aspire for,
she blinked and then averted her gaze, which may have signaled her acceptance of the
upcoming turn (Goodwin, 1980). As she began her turn there was a near simultaneous
relaxing of her mouth, head, and a brief head nod, which appeared to show her
comprehension. Her brow, however, remained furrowed for an additional 3.2 seconds
after she had indicated comprehension rather than being released, as in the case of Beatriz.
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Excerpt 6–Carolina–Resolution

The variable release of a hold was perhaps most evident in Deana’s first repair initiation,
seen in Excerpt 7. Here Deana began her hold at the onset of the test question, yet the
onset of the hold was not simultaneous. Her hold began as a lowering of the head, then
tilt towards the camera, and finally a furrowing of her brow accompanied with a blink at
the trouble-source. This brow/head/posture hold was not held until resolution but rather
ended just after she initiated a repair sequence. In this case, her head turn relaxed shortly
after her brow and posture.
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Excerpt 7–Deana–Repair initiation

After initiating a repair her behavior was mostly relaxed, despite the fact that resolution
had not been reached. She resumed the hold with an open mouth and re-established gaze
at the end of her repair, and this mouth behavior was held throughout the following
sequence in Excerpt 8. In the resolution sequence, she maintained eye contact with the
examiner and held her mouth position until the clarification want to do, after which she
formed a pursed mouth until the end of the sequence. Interestingly, near the end of the
question in their lives (.) in the future, she tilted forward and held this pose until after she
began her answer sequence. The rest of her behavior, nevertheless, shifted once she began
speaking, with a blink followed by averted gaze, furrowed brow, and a turned head. This
is shown in Figure 6. While her averted gaze likely indicated her acceptance of the turn,
the furrowed brow and turned head, which to this point have been associated with
comprehension problems, may have been due to her lexical search before she began her
answer in earnest with <maybe=it’s a->, as documented in the lexical searches in Tominaga
(2013). Thus, defining exact hold boundaries may be complicated by other social or
cognitive processes co-occurring with the resolution of repair. One of these social
processes is the testing context itself. The asymmetrical, rigid question-repair-answer
format may possibly interrupt holding patterns that normally would have been held in
conversational, interpersonal discourse.
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Excerpt 8–Deana–Resolution

Figure 6. Deana’s behavior after beginning her turn resolution sequence: averted gaze, furrowed brow,
and turned head.

Finding 3: Evidence of idiosyncratic behavior
An analysis of behavioral data shows the participants varied quite substantially in almost
all behaviors. Table 3 contains the annotation duration percentages and Table 4 contains
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the scaled frequency of annotations for the four participants. Figure 7 displays these
points in a spaghetti plot. Of the participants, Angela was perhaps the most overall
expressive test-taker. Her head, eye, and mouth remained in an active state for nearly 25%
of the time segment. Beatriz was also quite expressive in her eyebrow movements and
her leaning posture, but otherwise maintained more mutual gaze and did not use any
gestures. Carolina, on the other hand, showed the most expressive eye, eyebrow, and
mouth behavior, averting her gaze nearly 20% of the time, with gaze aversions happening
about once every two seconds. Her eyebrows remained furrowed or raised nearly 40% of
the interview as well. Her head and posture remained mostly fixed, however, despite
somewhat occasional nods. Deanna was the least expressive of the test-takers. Her
behavior durations only lasted about 10% of the interview, though she was the most
frequent blinker.
Table 3. Annotation duration percentages
Participant

Time

Averted
Gaze

Blinks

Mouth

Eyebrow

Head

Posture

Gesture

Angela

47.76

16.21

3.91

26.32

22.02

24.69

23.60

2.98

Beatriz

23.51

10.36

5.00

16.19

27.26

12.25

26.08

0

Carolina

26.15

20.07

3.48

28.23

40.41

8.00

0

2.63

Deana

19.86

11.24

2.38

11.46

8.82

12.00

11.76

1.57

Mean

29.32

14.47

3.69

20.55

24.63

14.24

15.36

1.80

Table 4. Scaled frequency of annotations
Participant

Gaze

Blinks

Mouth

Eyebrow

Head

Posture

Gesture

Angela

12.56

60.72

29.31

8.38

8.38

6.28

6.28

Beatriz

21.27

97.83

17.01

21.27

12.76

8.51

0

Carolina

61.19

84.13

11.47

30.59

11.47

0

11.47

Deana

20.14

110.78

15.11

10.07

15.11

15.11

5.04

Mean

28.79

88.37

18.23

17.58

11.93

7.48

5.70
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Figure 7. Profiles of individuals’ NVBs.

Discussion
In L2-speaking tests, a major feature of the interview structure is the appearance of
comprehension breakdowns and resulting repair sequences. While there has been
research on the verbal response structure of repair sequences in OPIs (Kasper & Ross,
2007; Kim & Suh, 1998; Kim & Park, 2015; Roever & Kasper, 2018), with this study I
expanded the focus to investigate the NVBs that arose in test-taker-initiated repair
sequences and comprehension resolution sequences, thus adding to the current body of
research (e.g., Jenkins & Parra, 2003; Tominaga, 2013) and ongoing calls for a broader
focus in this area (Plough, 2021; Plough et al., 2018; Roever & Kasper, 2018). This has thus
offered a glimpse of how L2 speakers may communicate their problematic understanding
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(explicitly or implicitly) using a complex constellation of behaviors, and how these
individuals may vary.
Many of the behaviors that appeared in this study have been previously documented in
non-testing settings. Furrowed brows (Faraco & Kida, 2008; Oloff, 2018) and head turning
and changes in posture (Seo & Koshik, 2010; McDonough et al., 2019; Oloff, 2018) have
been documented during comprehension difficulties with L2 learners. In these varying
contexts, these behaviors often manifested as holds (Floyd et al., 2016). There were also
some indications of the co-occurrence of speech and gesture, as well as speech and
averted gaze (Graziano & Gullberg, 2018; Goodwin, 1980). Some forms, such as the ‘head
poke’ (Seo & Koshik, 2010) or extended gaze holds (Floyd et al., 2016) were nonetheless
not present in these samples. Thus, a question that emerged is whether the interactional
rigidity of the testing context affected the types of NVBs test-takers exhibited. It is
possible that the necessity for test-takers to initiate repair in a more structured interviewstyle format reduced or limited the opportunities for participants to use certain groupings
of nonverbal resources. More research comparing behaviors arising in different discourse
styles is necessary to reveal key differences in these contexts.
Some of the behaviors documented in this study have received less attention in past
research. For one, although McDonough et al. (2019) found no major differences in mouth
behavior between episodes of understanding and nonunderstanding, the test-takers in
this study often pursed their lips or slightly opened their mouths during hold sequences
which began following trouble-sources. Likewise, there was some indication that blinks
co-occurred with problematic utterances, but their sheer ubiquity complicates attempts
at extrapolation. Finally, Angela was the only test-taker to use self-adaptors (Ekman &
Friesen, 1969) during repair requests. By brushing away her hair and adjusting her
glasses simultaneously with brow changes, head turns, and tilting forward during repair,
she may have further emphasized her ongoing problems in communication. Finally,
although head nods have also been found to coincide with some moments of
nonunderstanding (McDonough et al., 2019), in this study they were largely absent
except when Carolina was backchanneling.
Another important finding in this study is that holds may be more complex than
previously reported in the literature. To date, Floyd et al. (2016), Oloff (2019), and
McDonough et al. (2019) have reported the presence of holds during comprehension
breakdowns that last from the beginning of a comprehension problem until its resolution.
Figures 2a and 2b show that this was partially the case in this dataset as well, with
behaviors generally beginning at trouble sources and ending at the beginning of response
sequences. However, these holds were sometimes released during or after repair
initiation, and the final release was generally not immediate for all behaviors (e.g., Angela)
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but sometimes staggered, with some behaviors being released after others (e.g., Carolina
and Deana). For this reason, care should be taken if holds are used to indicate
comprehension problems. It is possible that in the context of L2 speaking tests, response
sequences marked by disfluencies such as repair may muddy the boundaries of hold
sequences because test-takers could very well desire to feign understanding to the
examiner even when this may not be the case.
The results also show that although speakers tend to use a similar range of behaviors, the
duration, frequency, and patterns in which they occur may be highly individualized.
However, without baseline behavioral indices, it is impossible to ascribe any causal
relationships between these metrics and communication difficulties. One may speculate
that some degree of expressiveness may be due to the difficulty of the test question. In
the post-test questionnaire, Angela, Beatriz, and Carolina all reported that this question
was difficult and that their understanding was low, while Deana reported that the test
question was of neutral difficulty and her understanding was good. These three testtakers were markedly more expressive than Deana. Although Deana blinked more
frequently, her behavior was more relaxed and stable across the test. This type of
expressiveness may then be associated with an individual’s ongoing struggle to reestablish intersubjectivity with the examiner. Nevertheless, these data show substantially
different constellations of behavior while these test-takers navigated comprehension of
these test questions. The trends here indicate the importance of considering individual
variability in behavior when generalizing to populations, as each person demonstrated
somewhat different patterns when dealing with repair.

Conclusion
This paper has important implications for the assessment of second language speech. For
one, the behavioral descriptions in this paper show that NVB does not exhibit a one-toone correspondence with particular functions or meaning, and as such any integration of
it into rating scales must be theoretically-informed and avoid its isolation and
quantification (e.g., “test-taker uses few/some/many gestures”) (cf. Jungheim, 2001). For
example, the eyebrow furrowing as described in this study may be a precursor to an
other-initiated repair sequence, or it could very well relate to a lexical search in self-repair
or an affective stance. Likewise, nodding may be evidence of backchanneling, which can
indicate comprehension, or instead it may possibly be an individual’s idiosyncratic
representation of beat gestures while on camera. As Plough (2021) emphasized, the
underlying use of NVB is context-dependent and fluid. If rating scales incorporate NVB,
descriptors should be written in a way such that the function is described and allowed to
be reflected through multiple channels. An example may be “The speaker uses
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appropriate verbal and nonverbal cues to indicate comprehension problems and to
initiate clarification sequences.” Words such as “appropriate,” though somewhat
subjective, can be clarified to raters in rater training through the use of benchmarked
samples that reflect varying patterns in behavior that aid or inhibit communicative
effectiveness. These benchmarked samples can be chosen and detailed through methods
such as the multimodal conversation analysis described in this paper.
This study also has implications for the ongoing theoretical development of the construct
of IC for language assessment. The most current conceptualization of this construct is the
tree-shaped diagram in Galaczi and Taylor (2018, p.227). This diagram includes language
rooted in speech acts, events, and situational contexts, and describes the functions of IC
as branches including turn management, topic management, non-verbal behavior,
breakdown repair, and interactive listening. However, as I have described in this study,
non-verbal behavior alone cannot constitute its own branch, as it is never isolated from
its context to the extent that behaviors can independently form functions of their own,
nor can they independently reveal the agency or intention of the speaker systematically
(Plough, 2021). Nonverbal behavior generally aligns with speech (Graziano & Gullberg,
2018) and synthesizes with it to produce meaning for the listener (Kita et al., 2007). As
seen in examples here, nonverbal behavior jointly assists language in resolving
breakdown and repair sequences rather than the verbal mode alone, and likely also
combines with the other branches of the tree, such as the use of gaze to allocate turns
during turn management (Nakatsuhara, 2011; Rossano, 2012). Thus, instead of assigning
NVB to a separate branch on the tree, I envision each leaf on each branch as colored by
both verbal and nonverbal channels, suggesting that each function can be satisfied by a
combination of verbal and nonverbal communication.
This study is not without limitations. For one, working at such a micro-level of detail in
any discourse context limits the number of cases that can be analyzed. A second limitation
is that breakdowns and repair sequences detailed in this study may be category-bound
(Sacks, 1984) to the role of ‘being an examinee’ in oral proficiency tests. Interviews,
including oral proficiency tests, appear to be characterized by a particular set of
institutional practices and routine discourse types that differ substantially from a more
naturalistic classroom setting. This departure from naturalistic settings may have even
more pronounced effects on comprehension due to the online format (Nakatsuhara,
Inoue, Berry, & Galaczi, 2021). These tests are bound by interactional asymmetry induced
by both the increasingly abstract task and the presence of a native speaking examiner
(Young & Milanovic, 1992). This naturally leads to particular types of repair initiations
and repair sequence patterns which may occur less frequently in the presence of face-toface, ‘amicable’ interlocutors who may monitor and adjust their language as turns unfold.
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This online institutionalized interaction may also lead to somewhat different nonverbal
reactions during breakdown and repair.
Despite these limitations, this study has added evidence to show that audio transcripts
alone may be insufficient when describing the turn-by-turn unfolding of repair sequences
in online testing contexts. Each person utilized a different repertoire of NVBs to further
indicate (and potentially communicate) a breakdown in comprehension. This visual
overlay is a crucial part of communication and undoubtedly influences the outcomes of
repair sequences. While CA work has always allowed the inclusion of nonverbal
information in its transcription schemes (Sacks et al., 1974), current technology such as
ELAN makes its analysis much more amenable to study. Ongoing work in this area will
need to build on this type of research by building a better understanding of baseline
NVBs—the idiosyncratic behaviors of each individual—in order to confirm which
behaviors appear as a result of differing discourse patterns. On the same token, studies
of learners at different proficiency levels (and, in particular, longitudinal studies) should
be undertaken to describe nonverbal aspects of communicative ability along a
developmental continuum. As opposed to verbal ability, nonverbal ability appears to be
innate and can be used by learners at any level to support communication. How learners
leverage these behaviors may change as they become more proficient in a second
language. This type of analysis can then be used to inform scale construction for the rating
of second language speech and the selection of appropriate samples for benchmarking.
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